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ABSTRACT

Recent years have witnessed the emerging of conversational sys-

tems, including both physical devices and mobile-based applica-

tions. Both the research community and industry believe that con-

versational systems will have a major impact on human-computer

interaction, and specifically, the IR/RecSys community has begun to

explore Conversational Search and Recommendation. Conversational

search and recommendation based on user-system dialogs exhibit

major differences from conventional search and recommendation

tasks in that 1) the user and system can interact for multiple seman-

tically coherent rounds on a task through natural language dialog,

and 2) it becomes possible for the system to understand the user

needs or to help users clarify their needs by asking appropriate

questions from the users directly.

We believe that the ability to ask questions to actively clarify the

user needs is one of the most important advantages of conversa-

tional search and recommendation. In this paper, we propose and

evaluate a unified conversational search/recommendation frame-

work, in an attempt to make the research problem doable under

a standard formalization. Specifically, we propose a System Ask –

User Respond (SAUR) paradigm for conversational search, define the

major components of the paradigm, and design a unified implemen-

tation of the framework for product search and recommendation

in e-commerce. To accomplish this, we propose the Multi-Memory

Network (MMN) architecture, which can be trained based on large-

scale collections of user reviews in e-commerce. The system is

capable of asking aspect-based questions in the right order so as to

understand the user needs, while (personalized) search is conducted

during the conversation, and results are provided when the system

feels confident. Experiments on real-world user purchasing data

verified the advantages of conversational search and recommenda-

tion against conventional search and recommendation algorithms

in terms of standard evaluation measures such as NDCG.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Among the many techniques that compose an intelligent Web, a

Conversational System (such as Google Now, Apple Siri, and Mi-

crosoft Cortana) is one that serves as the direct interactive portal

for end-users, which is expected to revolutionize human-computer

interaction. With recent progress on NLP and IoT, such systems

have also been deployed as physical devices such as Amazon Echo,

opening up more opportunities for applications in a smart home.

Due to users’ constant need to look for information to support

both work and daily life, a Conversational Search System will be

one of the key techniques. Conversational search aims at finding

or recommending the most relevant information (e.g., web pages,

answers, movies, products) for users based on textual- or spoken-

dialogs, through which users can communicate with the system

more efficiently using natural language conversations.

Conversational search and recommendation are technically very

similar in e-commerce settings. Figure 1 shows an example of con-

versational search for product search/recommendation. In this task,

user-system interactions can be classified into three stages, i.e.,

initiation, conversation, and display. In the first stage, user initiates

a conversation with an initial request, e.g., by telling the system

what category of product she is looking for; in the second stage,

the system asks the user about her preferences on certain product

aspects, estimates user needs based on the feedback, and conducts

search during the conversation. When the system feels confident

about the results, they will be displayed to the user in the third

stage. However, the second and third stages could be repeated if

the displayed results do not satisfy the user needs.

One may see that every operation during the conversation re-

quires carefully designed models, including question formulation,

user need estimation, and search/recommendation. As explained

later, we develop a unified framework and provide one of its model

implementations for conversational search in the product domain.

It should be noted that the aspects are automatically extracted, and

the system does not simply ask about the aspects in a random or-

der. Instead, it determines which aspect to ask at each time with

a carefully trained strategy, so that the system can always ask the

most important question to improve its confidence about user needs

and search results, thus the conversation can be kept as short as

possible, and the user needs can be satisfied as soon as possible.

Conversational search is closely related to several other research

topics such as dialog systems, traditional web search, and faceted

search. Recent conversational search systems are well integrated

with state-of-the-art dialog system models, and by focusing on

the search task, the system takes advantage of conversations to

understand the user needs accurately. Conversational search also







search [16], memory networks [32, 38], and dialog systems for ma-

chine reading [4, 10, 19, 37] adopted fully-synthetic data for model

training. In this work, we move one step forward by constructing

semi-synthetic data from reviews for model learning.

Based on the above notations and data, the conversational search

and recommendation system aims at learning models for the fol-

lowing two key tasks:

Question Generation: Given the current and previous states

of a conversation, generate the next question to ask. Specifically, a

generative model is trained by maximizing the probability of each

question in each of the training conversations:

P(Qk+1 |Q0,Q1,A1,Q2,A2 · · ·Qk ,Ak )

=P(pk+1 |c,p1,q1,p2,q2 · · ·pk ,qk ), ∀0 ≤ k < K
(2)

where k enumerates from 0 because we generate a question even

when we only have user’s initial request Q0.

Search and Ranking: Given the current and previous states of

a conversation, generate a ranking list of items and the confidence

score for each item. Specifically, a ranking model is trained by

maximizing the probability of the purchased item vj at each stage

for each of the training conversations:

P(vj |Q0,Q1,A1,Q2,A2 · · ·Qk ,Ak )

=P(vj |c,p1,q1,p2,q2 · · ·pk ,qk ), ∀0 ≤ k ≤ K
(3)

where k also enumerates from 0 because we do a search with only

the initial request Q0.

4 MULTI-MEMORY NETWORKS (MMN)

In this section, we propose an implementation of the conversational

search/rec paradigm. Inspired by [17], we propose a Multi-Memory

Network (MMN) architecture for conversational search (shown in

Figure 3), which is a unified framework that integrates query/item

representation learning and search/question module training into

a single model. In this architecture, each item is represented as

sentence embeddings based on its textual description, and the user’s

initial request ś together with the currently collected information

during the conversation ś are used to reason over the items based

on attention mechanism, which selects relevant signals to construct

memory for search and question generation.

In the following, we introduce the item and query representa-

tions, as well as the memory, search, and question modules one by

one, and then integrate them into a unified loss function for model

learning. In the end, we further propose a Personalized version of

MMN (i.e., PMMN) for conversational search and recommendation.

4.1 Item Representations

For a product vj , we merge its product description and the textual

reviews it received as its final textual description Tj . This helps the

search module by enriching the system’s knowledge about products

and reducing the vocabulary mismatch between products and user

queries; and also helps the question module to generate questions

in languages that are familiar to the users.

To generate item representations for vj , we insert an end-of-

sentence token after each sentence of the description Tj , and then

apply a gated recurrent unit (GRU) layer [7] through Tj . In the

following, we use t to index the words and use τ to index the

Table 1: A summary of key notations in this work. Note that

all vectors are denoted with bold lowercases.

ui , U The i-th user and the set of all users in the system

vj , V The j-th item and the set of all items in the system

M, N Number of users M = |U |, and number of items N = |V |

Tj , |Tj | Textual description of item vj and its number of sentences

Ri j The textual review that user ui wrote for item vj
Q0 The initial request of a conversation

c The product category specified in initial request

Qk , Ak The k -th system question and user answer in a conversation

pk , qk The aspect asked in Qk , and its value answered in Ak
K The length (i.e., number of QA pairs) of a conversation

D Dimension of all embedding vectors in this paper

wt , wt The t -th word and its word embedding vector

sτ , s
r The τ -th sentence embedding in textual description Tj , and

their weighted summarization in the r -th memory hop

ck Query embedding until the k-th conversational round

pk , qk Embeddings of the k-th aspect and value in a conversation

mr
j Memory embedding of item vj at the r -th hop

κs , κq Number of negative samples in search and question modules

sentences of Tj , and the internal states of GRU is defined as,

zt = σ (Wzxt +Uzht−1 + bz )

rt = σ (Wr xt +Urht−1 + br )

h̃t = tanh(Whxt +Uh (rt ◦ ht−1) + bh )

ht = zt ◦ ht−1 + (1 − zt ) ◦ h̃t

(4)

where xt ,ht ∈ RD×1 are the input and hidden state output of the

network at time step t , andWz ,Wr ,Wh ,Uz ,Ur ,Uh ∈ RD×D as well

as bz , br , bh ∈ RD×1 are parameter matrices and bias vectors to be

learned. In our case, we have xt = L[wt ] = wt ∈ RD×1, where L is

the word embedding matrix to be learned, wt is the t-th word of

the input sequence, and wt is its word embedding in L.

We abbreviate the above computation as ht = GRU (wt , ht−1),

and adopt the hidden states ht at all end-of-sentence tokens as the

representation of Tj , which are denoted as a sequence of sentence

embeddings s1, s2 · · · sτ · · · for itemvj , as shown in Figure 3. Except

for GRU, one can also use other sequence modeling techniques

such as long-short term memory (LSTM) [15] or recurrent neural

networks (RNN) [28]. We take GRU here for its efficiency.

4.2 Query Representation

By the end of the k-th round of a user-system conversation, we

would have collected the initial requestQ0(c) andk question-answer

pairs Q1(p1)A1(q1),Q2(p2)A2(q2) · · ·Qk (pk )Ak (qk ).

To generate the query representation ck at the k-th round, we

construct k + 1 sentences. The first sentence is the initial request

Q0(c), and each subsequent sentence is the concatenation of the

corresponding aspect-value pair (p,q), as shown in Figure 3.

Similar to item representations, we also insert an end-of-sentence

token at the end of each sentence, and apply the GRU procedure

ht = GRU (wt , ht−1) through the sequence. The difference is that

we adopt the final hidden state ck as the query representation (as

shown in Figure 3), which is the same as conventional LSTM/RNN

models without attention, and the final hidden state has included

the information embedded in the whole query sequence.
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Figure 3: TheMulti-Memory Network (MMN) architecture for conversational search and recommendation, including five com-

ponents: query and item representations, the memory module, as well as the question and search modules.

To guarantee vocabulary alignment between query and item

representations, we adopt the same word embedding matrix L and

the same GRU model (i.e., sharing the same parameter matrices and

bias vectors) as used in item representation module.

4.3 Memory Module with Attention Mechanism

Intuitively, not all sentences in the item representation are relevant

to the current search query. As a result, considering all of the

sentence embeddings (i.e., the s vectors) equally would introduce

noise to the search and next question generation tasks. Similar to

previous work on memory networks [17, 24, 32], we introduce an

attention mechanism to construct memory embeddings so that the

system can automatically select important signals from each item

to support the search and question generation.

In our model, the attention mechanism iterates for two hops and

generates two memory embeddings m1
j and m2

j for each item vj ,

and the two memory embeddings are used for search and question

generation tasks, respectively. Detailed reasons for this two-hop

design are explained in the following.

4.3.1 Attention Weights. We consider generating memory em-

bedding mr
j in the r -th hop (r = 1, 2) for item vj . To calculate the

attention weight ωr
τ for sentence embedding sτ , we adopt the sen-

tence embedding sτ , the current query representation ck , and the

memory embedding of the previous hop mr−1
j as inputs, where

m0
j = ck . Specifically, we concatenate the embeddings as a joint

embedding zrτ = [s
⊺

τ , c
⊺

k
,m

r−1⊺
j ]⊺ ∈ R3D×1, and adopt a two-layer

feed forward network to calculate the attention weight ωr
τ ,

ωr
τ = σ

(
w
⊺

ωσ
(
Wωz

r
τ + bω

)
+ bω

)
(5)

whereWω ∈ RD×3D , bω and wω ∈ RD×1, as well as the scalar bω
are parameters to learn, and σ (·) is the sigmoid function. For clarity,

only the significant weights are shown in Figure 3.

With the attention weights, we apply the weighted average strat-

egy to get the summarized representation for item vj at hop r :

srj =
∑ |Tj |

τ=1
ωr
τ sτ

/∑ |Tj |

τ=1
ωr
τ (6)

where |Tj | is the number of sentences in item description Tj .

Intuitively, the first hop would attend on those sentence embed-

dings sτ that are relevant to the current query ck , while by taking

m1
j into consideration, the second hop would attend on some new

information that is relevant to the signals selected in the first hop.

This is why the two hops are used for search and question genera-

tion, respectively, which will be analyzed in the following.

4.3.2 Memory Embedding. For high quality search, we expect

the search module to rely on the current query ck and the summa-

rized signals relevant to the query in the first hop s1j , which are al-

ready confirmed information in this search conversation. However,

estimating the probability of a new aspect to ask in the question

module not only needs the query and its directly relevant signals,

but also the extended new information s2j in the second hop, which

helps to find out the feature related to previously asked ones, and

this is why we adopt the two-hop design for the multi-memory

network.

As a result, for item vj we consider the summarized signal srj at

each hop as input vector, and adopt a gated recurrent network to

update the memories. Specifically, we have,

mr
j = GRU (srj ,m

r−1
j ), r = 1, 2 (7)

wherem0
j is also initialized as ck , and all the items share the same set

of GRU parameters to learn, but this parameter set is independent

from that used in Eq.(4).

In this way, we generate the search memory m1
j and question

memory m2
j for each item vj . The whole memory module is gener-

ative and thus is differentiable for model optimization.



4.4 Search Module

Given the current query ck and the search memory m1
j that has

encoded the relevant signals of itemvj , we construct a concatenated

embedding zj = [c
⊺

k
,m

1⊺
j ]⊺ , and then employ a two-layer fully

connected network for dimension reduction,

xj = ϕ
(
W

(2)
s ϕ

(
W

(1)
s zj + b

(1)
s

)
+ b

(2)
s

)
(8)

where ϕ(·) is the ELU (exponential linear units) activation function

to avoid vanishing gradients [8], and the parameters areW
(1)
s ∈

R
D×2D , b

(1)
s ∈ RD×1,W

(2)
s ∈ R

D
2 ×D and b

(2)
s ∈ R

D
2 ×1. As a result,

the compact embedding is xj ∈ R
D
2 ×1.

Based on this, we further adopt a softmax output layer to calcu-

late the probability of vj ,

P(vj |ck ,m
1
j ) =

exp(w
⊺

s xj + bs )∑
j′ exp(w

⊺

s xj′ + bs )
(9)

where the parameter ws ∈ R
D
2 ×1 and bs is a scalar. We also adopt

a sigmoid function to calculate the confidence score of item vj , i.e.,

conf(vj ) = σ (w
⊺

s xj + bs ).

To train the search module, we maximize the probability of the

eventually purchased item of a conversation against other items.

However, directly computing the log-likelihood of item probability

with Eq.(9) is not practical because the denominator requires all the

(thousands or even millions of) items in each iteration. For efficient

training, we adopt the negative sampling strategy to approximate

the softmax probability. Negative sampling was first proposed by

Mikolov et al. [23] and has now been extensively used for machine

learning and information retrieval [1, 2, 18].

Suppose vj is the actually purchased item of a training conver-

sation, the basic idea is to randomly sample some unpurchased

items (i.e., items except for vj ) as negative samples to approximate

the denominator of softmax function, and the log-likelihood to be

maximized for item vj until the k-th round of conversation is,

Ls
k
= log P(vj |ck ,m

1
j ) = logσ

(
w
⊺

s xj + bs
)

+ κs · Ej′∼Ps
[
logσ

(
− (w

⊺

s xj′ + bs )
) ] (10)

where k = 0, 1 · · ·K , κs is the number of negative samples, and Ps
is the global item popularity distribution raised to 3/4 power [23].

It is interesting to note that the negative sampling strategy actu-

ally simulates the practical scenario where we have true negative

feedback, e.g., if we displayed the results to the user but the conver-

sation did not stop (i.e., the user is not satisfied with the results),

then we can use the already displayed items as true negatives.

4.5 Question Module

The question module aims at correctly predicting the next question

to ask. To do so, we also train the model to maximize the probability

of the next aspect in a conversation. Given the current query ck , the

word embedding of next aspect pk+1, and the second-hop memory

m2
j of all items, we construct a concatenated embedding,

zk+1 =

[
c
⊺

k
,

(
1

N

∑N

j=1
m2
j

)
⊺

, p
⊺

k+1

]
⊺

(11)

where the second term is the average of the second-hop memories

of all items, and in cases where the next aspect contains two or more

words, we average the word embeddings as the aspect embedding

pk+1. Similar to the search module, we also adopt a two-layer feed

forward neural network for dimension reduction:

xk+1 = ϕ
(
W

(2)
q ϕ

(
W

(1)
q zk+1 + b

(1)
q

)
+ b

(2)
q

)
(12)

where ϕ(·) is also the ELU function, and the parameters areW
(1)
q ∈

R
2D×3D , b

(1)
q ∈ R2D×1,W

(2)
q ∈ RD×2D and b

(2)
q ∈ RD×1. Thus the

softmax output layer for probability estimation is,

P(pk+1 |ck ,m
2
1 · · ·m

2
N , pk+1) =

exp(w
⊺

q xk+1 + bq )∑
k ′ exp(w

⊺

q xk ′ + bq )
(13)

where wq ∈ RD×1 and bq is a scalar, and the denominator sums

over all of the unasked aspects.

For efficiency, we also adopt negative sampling for probability

estimation, and the log-likelihood to maximize for aspect pk+1 is,

L
q

k
= log P(pk+1 |ck ,m

2
1 · · ·m

2
N , pk+1) = logσ

(
w
⊺

q xk+1 + bq
)

+ κq · Ek ′∼Pq
[
logσ

(
− (w

⊺

q xk ′ + bq )
) ] (14)

where k = 0, 1, 2 · · ·K − 1, κq is the number of sampled negative

aspects, and Pq is the global aspect popularity distribution in the

reviews raised to 3/4 power [23].

4.6 The Unified MMN Architecture

Let Ii j be the indicator function to indicate if there is a training con-

versation between user ui and item vj , and let Ki j be the length of

the conversation, i.e.,ui → Q0 | Q1A1,Q2A2 · · ·QKi jAKi j | vj , then

the final Multi-Memory Network (MMN) architecture for conversa-

tional search optimizes the following unified objective function,

L =
∑
i, j

Ii j ·
©«
λs

Ki j∑
k=0

Ls
k
+ λq

Ki j−1∑
k=0

L
q

k

ª®¬
+ λΘ∥Θ∥22 (15)

where Ls
k
and L

q

k
are the search and question prediction objective

functions (Eq.(10) and (14)), respectively, λs , λq , λΘ are regulariza-

tion coefficients, and Θ is the set of parameters in the model.

Intuitively, we train the model by maximizing the probability

of correctly predicting the true item and the next question at each

round of each conversation, and we apply an ℓ2 regularizer to the

parameters. Because the whole framework is generative beginning

from the word embeddings to the search and question prediction

results, so the whole framework is easily trainable based on stochas-

tic gradient descent methods. Specifically, we initialize the word

embeddings with Google word2vec, and adopt stochastic gradient

descent (SGD) for model training.

Once we have the trained the conversation model, the system

can generate the next question to ask by selecting the candidate

aspect of the highest probability (Eq.(13)) in each round, and also

conduct search by ranking the items in descending order of item

probability (Eq.(9)). If the confidence of the top item is higher than

a threshold, then the top-n results will be displayed to the user.

4.7 Personalized Multi-Memory Network

An important nature of product search and recommendation is per-

sonalization [2], because different users may care about different

aspects even for the same product, and they may prefer different

items even under the same conversation. To model the inherent









6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose to conduct conversational search and

recommendation based on emerging conversational devices and

systems. We believe that one of the most important advantages of

conversational search and recommendation against conventional

approaches is that the system can actively ask appropriate questions

so as to understand the user needs ś a fundamental goal of search

and recommendation systems. As a result, we proposed a system

ask – user respond (SAUR) paradigm towards conversational search

and recommendation.

Based on this paradigm, we further proposed a multi-memory

network architecture as well as its personalized version for conver-

sational search and recommendation, which integrates the power of

both sequential modeling and attention mechanisms. Experiments

in the Amazon e-commerce scenario based on real-world user pur-

chase datasets verified the performance of our approach against

state-of-the-art product search and recommendation baselines.

The research on conversational search and recommendation is

still in its initial stage, and this work is just one of our first steps

towards intelligent conversational systems, where there is much

room for future work and improvements. In this work, we assumed

the user-system conversation to be about aspect-value pairs, while

in the future, it is necessary for the system to perform more flexible

conversations and to handle unexpected user responses appropri-

ately. Except for the product search and recommendation scenario

in this work, the proposed paradigm may also be extended to other

conversational search and recommendation scenarios, such as con-

versational academic search, legal search, medical search, or even

general web search, and it may even be applied to tasks beyond

search and recommendation, such as conversational question an-

swering based on intelligent devices.
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